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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 141 
Which TMFCOM command is used to recover a specific file, regardless of the flags 
set in the file label? 

A. RECOVER FILES <filename>, FROMARCHIVE 
B. RECOVER FILES <filename>, IGNOREPREVIOUSCONFIG 
C. RECOVER FILES <filename> ! 
D. RECOVER FILES <filename>, UNLOAD ON 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 142 
Which TMFCOM command can be used to display the name of the current audit trail 
file? 

A. STATUS TMF 
B. INFO AUDITTRAIL 
C. INFO TMF 
D. STATS AUDITTRAIL 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 143 
Excessive disk contention on the TMF master audit trail incurred only during an audit 
dump operation would best be resolved by _______. 

A. configuring multiple parallel dump processes for the master audit trail 
B. adding an auxiliary audit trail volume 
C. configuring a block size larger than the default for audit dumping 
D. adding a second active volume for the master audit trail 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 144 
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What must be done to preserve the ACID properties of transactions? 

A. Group all related database changes into a single unit of work. 
B. Allow the reading of uncommitted changes to improve concurrency. 
C. Store the database and audit information on the same disk. 
D. Maintain the database and audit information in memory for performance. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 145 
Which TMF component allows programmatic examination of the content of the TMF 
audit trail? 

A. TMFCOM 
B. SNOOP 
C. TMFLIB 
D. TMFARLIB 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 146 
Three applications run on a node. Each application has its database distributed over 
all three database volumes, $DATA1, $DATA2, and $DATA3. What is the most 
effective dump strategy to allow priority to be given to recovery of a specific 
application? 

A. DUMP FILES $*.*.* 
B. DUMP FILES (application-1 database list) DUMP FILES (application-2 database 
list) DUMP FILES (application-3 database list) 
C. DUMP FILES $DATA1.*.* DUMP FILES $DATA2.*.* DUMP FILES 
$DATA3.*.* 
D. DUMP FILES ($DATA1.*.*,$DATA2.*.*,$DATA3.*.*) 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 147
 
What is one role of the file recovery list process?
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A. It provides operators with mount messages during file recovery. 
B. It expands the file set specified in a RECOVER FILES command to produce a list 
of fully qualified file names. 
C. It maintains the registry of all audited files on the local system. 
D. It maintains an external database of TMF dumps and the media on which they are 
recorded. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 148 
When following the procedure in the NonStop TMF Disaster Recovery with Audit-
trail Backup/Restore Support Note (S96048C/S02073)", TMF remote recovery 
requires a BACKUP of_______. 

A. the audit trail files only 
B. both the ZTMFCONF and ZTMFAT subvolumes 
C. $SYSTEM.SYS<nn>.CONFLIST file 
D. the audited database files 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 149 
When planning for online dump tape use, how many tapes are required if your 
retaindepth is three? 

A. enough to accommodate four generations of all files you will be dumping on a 
regular basis 
B. enough to accommodate three generations of all files you will be dumping on a 
regular basis plus an extra three tapes 
C. enough to accommodate six generations of all files you will be dumping on a 
regular basis 
D. enough to accommodate three generations of all files you will be dumping on a 
regular basis 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 150
 
Which information is NOT stored in the TMF configuration subvolume?
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A. TMF configuration and process settings 
B. TMF tape media configuration and usage 
C. a database that specifies where all audited files reside on the system 
D. a database that specifies where all online dump and audit trail dump information 
reside 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 151
 
A primary purpose of the TMF catalog process is to maintain _______.
 

A. a database of TMF dumps and dump media 
B. a database of configuration information for the TMF subsystem 
C. the location of all files in the TMF audit trail 
D. a registry of audited files on the local system 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 152
 
What is NOT an option when adding a new data volume to the TMF configuration?
 

A. Set the recovery mode. 
B. Set the audit trail for the new data volume. 
C. Add the new data volume regardless of the previous configuration. 
D. Define the files that will be protected by TMF. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 153
 
Which action is NOT performed automatically by the TMF subsystem?
 

A. audit overflow 
B. volume recovery 
C. online dumping 
D. backout 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 154
 
Which service does an audit disk process (ADP) provide for TMF?
 

A. The ADP controls a TMF active audit volume. 
B. The ADP controls a TMF data volume. 
C. The ADP provides security for the TMF configuration files. 
D. The ADP controls allocation of overflow audit space for TMF. 

Answer: A 
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